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 As a professional pilot and AC, we’ve been playing and testing the sim for years. Now, the majority of features that were only
available in the High Performance Desktop (HPD) simulation have been merged into the PC simulator. PC is more accessible to

everyone, including those with no experience. But there’s also a new platform in development, the Flight Gaming  simulator.
With over 50 VR and non-VR games, you can get your feet wet with the Flight Gaming simulator. Build Your Own Windtunnel

We’ve had the Phoenix simulator for a few years now. Over the years, we’ve been able to tweak the Phoenix simulator to do
some amazing things. Some of these things are a combination of graphics and/or sim physics to make what is a desktop

simulator, into a virtual RC. Most flight simulators make use of wind tunnel models to achieve realistic flight physics. There is
no way to replicate this with a desktop flight simulator. But with the Phoenix simulator, you can. In addition to that, the Phoenix

simulator includes many professional grade sensors, so you don’t have to make do with sensors that are in line with consumer
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grade. All of this is built into the PC simulator, meaning you can add sensors to your virtual RC. Install the PC simulator on your
Mac. Set your sensors, and tune your flight controller. Put a controller on your RC. You can use an ArduPilot, such as the APM
autopilot, or the advanced version of the APM autopilot, the new FLMAV autopilot. You can also get a Parrot AR drone, or the
Parrot AR Drone 2. Launch Phoenix Simulator Once everything is configured and in place, launch Phoenix simulator. You’ll be
presented with a “Welcome to Phoenix Simulator” screen. This is where you can customize your settings. If you are just getting

started with the Phoenix simulator, you’ll need to complete a tutorial. In the “Tutorial”, you’ll be guided through configuring
your sensors and creating your first flight. Once this is complete, you’ll be able to fly your first flight. The Phoenix simulator
includes a 30 min instructional video to get you started. There’s also a tutorial that can help you set up your sensors. The First
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